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※Online Terms & Rules 1. Online Service & Game Conditions The website and game service used by HES are provided by HES. This is an online game where you can interact with other users. Please read and understand the below conditions, and be assured that your use of the website and service will be in accordance with them.
※In case of any violation of these terms or any game rule, we as HES have the right to suspend or terminate your use of the website or service and remove your account.※ ※Online game rules ※System limitations 3. MMO elements that are temporarily unavailable in the game may occur, and the amount of data may be

increased.※ ※Cancellation of your account ※Data and other information 4. Information gathered in connection with your use of the website and service will be treated in accordance with the Personal Information Protection Policy.※ ※Problems with the website and service 5. If there are problems with the website and service, HES
may not be able to detect the problem or be able to resolve it immediately. In such cases, we ask that you notify us of the problem as soon as you detect it.※ ※Limitation of liability and dispute settlement 6. HES has the right to amend, supplement, suspend or terminate the conditions of the website and service or change any

policies, terms and conditions at any time, without prior notice.※ ※Other terms 7. 8. ※HES’ decision on any matters may be based on any justification or set of facts whatsoever. ※In the case of a dispute between the parties, the decision will be made based on the clauses regarding “Limitation of liability and dispute settlement”
and “Problems with the website and service”. ※The rights granted under the conditions of the website and service should be exercised in accordance with the laws that apply to the country in which the website is hosted.Q: Ruby - create 2 arrays from hash values? I'd like to create 2 arrays from the values of a hash. To restate

the question, I would like to use a hash's values to create 2 arrays in Ruby. I have this: my_hash = { "
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Elden Ring Features Key:
Being one of the first fantasy Action RPGs in Korea (NetEase, epcom, Nexon, etc.)

A simple class system, without confusing skills and skillsets
Open-ended item creations that allow you to create an active class

A world that loosely loosely connects online

Features of the Camera System:

Three-Dimensional Camera Style: experience a real sense of depth
Use Amazing Camera Effects
Never-ending New Viewpoint

Experience the thrilling action of the THE NEW FANTASY ACTION RPG.

Online play will be available as a part of the service package starting in 2017. After the package, players will have access to the online community through a fee. 

Elden Ring - Beltane system (i.e. Advancement) was changed for a unique new system. image source: >

The above information comes from Beltane system (i.e. Advancement) was changed for a unique new system.
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A brand new fantasy action RPG game called "Elden Ring" has been released on the Nintendo Wii in Japan. It's available for the Wii system and the Nintendo 3DS for a limited time. A launch trailer for the Wii version is currently available online. The game is a fantasy action game that requires the player to
customize their character and equip him or her with powerful equipment by earning experience points. The game is based on the online social platform called "Open World Map". Players will be able to fight together or fight with other players online via online communication, such as text messaging or
video chatting. You will even fight your enemies in different areas of the online world map, which is filled with exciting adventures. Elden Ring is the first game released by Natsume as a new IP. From the game design to the development process, this is said to be the most challenging and ambitious
project ever undertaken by Natsume. The game will be released worldwide on the Wii and 3DS systems. The game is scheduled to release in March of 2013. A brand new fantasy action RPG game called "Elden Ring" has been released on the Nintendo Wii in Japan. It's available for the Wii system and the
Nintendo 3DS for a limited time. A launch trailer for the Wii version is currently available online. The game is a fantasy action game that requires the player to customize their character and equip him or her with powerful equipment by earning experience points. The game is based on the online social
platform called "Open World Map". Players will be able to fight together or fight with other players online via online communication, such as text messaging or video chatting. You will even fight your enemies in different areas of the online world map, which is filled with exciting bff6bb2d33
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fantasy THE NEW FANTASY ACTION RPG. Rise, Tarnished, and be guided by grace to brandish the power of the Elden Ring and become an Elden Lord in the Lands Between. ● Prepare for the Trail of Blades [Note] ◆ Please read the following information about the game. [Game Intro] As you journey to the
Elden Ring’s location at the Lands Between, you will start to see your character, Tarnished, change and you will learn that he is not your normal self. It is the time to prepare for the Trail of Blades. The awe-inspiring Trail of Blades can be achieved by slashing through thousands of enemies with an
unstoppable sword. This Trail is the greatest test for your sword’s durability and strength. ● The Trail of Blades is the world’s most difficult battle level. ● Defeat the ultimate test. The vast amount of enemies, the adventurous dungeons, and the beautiful scenery will all fill you with a sense of excitement.
This is your chance to try the first Trails of Blades in VR. [Story of the Game] Is your dream of becoming the Lord of the Lands Between about to come true? ● Tarnished must take the path to save his life. ● Those who aspire to become Elden Lords will have to embrace the power of the Elden Ring. [A dark
aura appears over the town. Good people of the Elden Ring who live there are suddenly surrounded by an aura of darkness. The people are filled with terror and are trying to escape. In addition, the once beautiful town where a fountain of water once played, becomes a place of terror as it has been
covered by a dark aura.Aquarius (Elden Ring Master) the hero who arrives in the town immediately draws the attention of the “dark aura”. The hero is able to defeat the aura using his sword and save the victims of darkness.However, due to the effects of the aura of darkness, there is only time before the
people will start to suffer from their fear and chaos, destroying this “Elden Ring town”.The only way to save this Elden Ring town is to become an Elden Lord. ● Tarnished is an ordinary folk from a small village. A dark aura has appeared around this small village. Tarnished is suddenly pulled

What's new in Elden Ring:

The body of a new character in the Lands Between is a classless character that can receive diverse equipment from other characters and characters from other countries. Through a bond with an item from another
character, you can learn skills or magic.

Adventurers and monsters in the Lands Between have unique movements, but frequently do things you would do by pressing the Square button. Make friends, improve your skills, and explore different areas.

The world of the Lands Between will test you, and the game is designed to remove the burden of thinking about gear and stat management, so that you can focus on enjoying the world of Rastan, Chi-Chi...Wed, 01 Nov
2018 08:41:25 +0000 to God Wars 2 

Leaders of all factions have started to unite to save their own countrys. Using God Wars 2, which is already getting transferred to the server, alliance players will be able to unite when God Wars 2's final release in
September comes out. Dong-Rong, leader of the Xian Dynasty, is the major reason for the alliance. Establishing an alliance with Dong-Rong's faction will be fruitful for alliance players. In addition to Dong-Rong himself,
all NPCs created by the God Wars 2 are also slated to be transferred over to God Wars 2. God Wars 2, developed by Colopl is a new game in the God Wars series. God Wars 2 boasts more advanced graphics compared to
previous games. The new class "Revenant" will also be available soon in God Wars 2....Sat, 27 Sep 2018 18:29:27 +0000 Manadoke Could be the Next Lord of the Alliance in God Wars 2 
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Interventions for people with cancer-related lymphedema. Lymphedema, the most common chronic complication of cancer treatment, is a chronic multisystem condition affecting patients' quality of life and survival.
Synthesis of the best available evidence reveals that most interventions used in lymphedema are included in the recently developed Core Outcome Measures in Effectiveness Trials (COMET) initiative. To evaluate
systematically the effectiveness of interventions for people with cancer-related lymphedema. We searched the Cochrane Library, MEDLINE, EMBASE, CINAHL, AMED, PsycINFO, PEDro, IPOS, Controlled Trial Register,
Web of Science, and the National Research Register to May 2009. Experts were contacted to identify other trials and we searched conference abstracts. We included trials of people with cancer-related lymphedema of
the lower limb that evaluated one or more of the following interventions: conventional compression bandaging, biofeedback, lymphatic drainage, topical agents, exercise, lymphovenous shunts, or surgery (excluding
skin and limb preserving procedures such as superficial lymph node excision). Randomised controlled trials in people with cancer-related lymphedema of the lower limb that evaluated an intervention versus another
intervention, or a control group were eligible for inclusion. Two review authors independently assessed risk of bias, obtained data on treatment and outcome, and extracted data. Twenty-three trials were included in
the review. There were no head-to-head comparisons of interventions. Of the 23 trials, the quality of randomisation, blinding, and concealment were at unclear risk of bias. We were unable to assess the effect of
treatment on quality of life because there were too few studies. There were insufficient data to assess the effect on pain or disability. There was a statistically significant improvement in limb volume in the short-term
following supervised exercise in two trials (standardised mean difference of -0.51, 95% confidence interval (CI) -0.63 to -0.38, P 
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System Requirements:

Minimum specifications: OS: Windows XP/Vista/7/8/10 (all versions) CPU: 2.0 GHz RAM: 512 MB HDD: 500 MB Video: NVidia GeForce 8800 GTS 256MB or higher, AMD HD2000 and higher Sound: DirectX compatible sound card
(currently DirectSound3D is supported) Input Devices: Keyboard and mouse Additional Notes: The optional controllers can be replaced by third-party controllers. You can also combine the game with multiple games
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